
Quick Facts
Features searchable digital replicas of historical newspapers published in Africa, Latin America, and South Asia

Includes 19th- and 20th-century newspapers published in English and a variety of other languages
Offers fresh perspective across wide-ranging academic disciplines on local, national and global issues

Overview 
Representing the largest searchable collection of historical newspapers from Africa, Latin America and South Asia, the World 
Newspaper Archive offers opportunities for fresh insight across wide-ranging disciplines. This expanding online resource was 
created in partnership between Readex and the Center for Research Libraries—one of the world’s most important newspaper 
repositories. Providing exact digital replicas of newspapers published in English and a variety of other languages, the World 
Newspaper Archive chronicles the history and politics of diverse peoples and cultures during the 19th and early 20th centuries. 
Through eyewitness reporting, editorials, legislative updates, letters, poetry, advertisements, matrimony and death notices and 
more, these newspapers offer new perspectives on local, national and global issues as well as on daily life around the world. 

African Newspapers, Series 1 and 2, 1800-1925
This groundbreaking collection offers unmatched coverage of the people, issues and events that shaped 
the continent during the 19th and early 20th centuries. Featuring titles from Algeria to Angola, Zambia to 
Zimbabwe, this unique resource chronicles the evolution of Africa through eyewitness reporting, editorials, 
legislative information, letters, poetry, advertisements, obituaries and other items. Together, African 
Newspapers, Series 1 and 2, provide news and perspectives from a wide range of counties and cultures.

Latin American Newspapers, Series 1 and 2, 1805-1922
Available in two online series, Latin American Newspapers offer unprecedented coverage of the people, 
issues and events that shaped this vital region during the 19th and early 20th centuries. Featuring titles 
from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Guatemala, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela and a dozen other countries, these 
resources provide a wide range of viewpoints from diverse Latin American cultures. 

South Asian Newspapers, 1864-1922
This one-of-a-kind collection provides access to a select group of South Asian newspapers from the 19th and 
early 20th centuries. Featuring English-, Gujarati- and Bengali-language papers published in India, in the 
regions of the Subcontinent that now comprise Pakistan, and in Ceylon (now Sri Lanka), this online resource 
offers extensive coverage of the Indian Subcontinent between 1864 and 1922.

World Newspaper Archive
Created with the Center for Research 
Libraries, a leading newspaper repository

“...of huge value to historical researchers in many different fields  
of the humanities and social sciences.”

—Kátia Couto, Department of History, Universidade Federal do Amazonas-UFAM

UNLOCK HISTORY.
For more information on this and other 
Readex collections, call 800.762.8182, email 
sales@readex.com or visit www.readex.com
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